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Surecomp gains 2013 SWIFT Certified Application
status for IMEX
TECHNOLOGY UPDATE | 2 3 J uly 2 0 1 3

For the 15th consecutive year,
Surecomp, a provider of global trade
solutions for banks and corporations
(and winner of TFR’s Best Technology
Vendor Excellence Award 2013), has
been awarded the SWIFT Certified
Application – Trade Finance label.
Adding further value to the globally
recognised SWIFT accreditation label,
this year the programme has been
rebranded as SWIFT Certified Applications. This strengthening of valued
accreditation is in line with SWIFT’s aim of certifying selected third-party
applications to ensure they met the well-defined requirements around SWIFT
standards, messaging and connectivity.
“To receive this distinguished accreditation for the fifteenth consecutive year is a
remarkable milestone that speaks volumes to the professionalism, dedication
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Norwegian and
South Korean ECAs
sign cooperation
MoU
26 July 2013

The export credit agencies (ECAs)
of Norway (GIEK) of and Kexim of
South Korea (the Korean ExportImport Bank) have signed a...
JBIC US$105m
agreement for
Muscat
desalination plant
26 July 2013

The Japan Bank for International
Cooperation (JBIC) has signed a
loan agreement totaling up to about
US$105m (JBIC portion)...
China needs to use
its 'mega-trader'
position to ensure

pdfcrowd.com

and in-depth knowledge of our global team”, commented Jeol Koschitzky,
Surecomp chairman. He went on to thank IMEX clients across the world for their
continued trust, support and partnership with Surecomp.

position to ensure
future trade
stability says new
research
25 July 2013

SWIFT is the member-owned co-operative through which the financial world
conducts its business operations with speed, certainty and confidence. More than
10,000 financial institutions and corporations in 212 countries trust SWIFT every
day to exchange millions of standardised financial messages and this involves
the secure exchange of proprietary data while ensuring its confidentiality and
integrity.

An academic paper from the
Petersen Institute for International
Economics, The hyperglobalisation
of trade and its future looks...
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